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As people reduce spending in response to an economic shock, they may also settle into a new long-term
equilibrium because their definition of need has undergone a fundamental shift. Rather, the report summarizes
views expressed by workshop participants, and the committee is responsible only for its overall quality and
accuracy as a record of what transpired at the workshop. A participant suggested that Hawthorne effects i. The
initial price tag of the recovery package, for example, is frequently portrayed as a one-time cost in revenue
that would yield a one-time boost to the economy. The questions in the qualitative survey will have
overarching themes, such as the definition of retirement; anticipated spending in early retirement; perceived
risks to retirement financial plans; key risks, such as medical and long-term care expenses, the education of
grandchildren, reductions in Social Security benefits, and new life-enhancing technologies; awareness of and
interest in retirement financial products, such as annuities, long-term care insurance, and life insurance; and
the impact of a financial crisis on trust in financial institutions. The following sections detail some of what is
known about how recessions can lead to long-term damage. A survey conducted in Colorado found that a
quarter of parents with children in two-year colleges had planned on sending their kids to four-year institutions
before the recession CollegeInvest  Health problems that arise during recessions, Stuckler suggests, might
have less to do with the recession itself and more to do with the policy response. Losing a job when a business
closed increased the odds of developing a stress-related condition such as hypertension, arthritis, diabetes or
psychiatric disorders, according to a study 14 published in  It rebounded, gaining , jobs in December. The
workshop agenda and roster of participants are included in the Appendix. In a recessionâ€”when many
families face financial hardships and poverty is risingâ€”childhood nutrition can suffer. The data used here are
a quarterly smoothing of the annual data provided by the CBO. Behrman, R. To what extent can government
programs mitigate the effects of economic crisis on well-being? This delay or reduction in college attendance
is costly. However, as a substantial body of economic literature shows, the consequences of high
unemployment, falling incomes, and reduced economic activity can have lasting consequences. A recession,
therefore, should not be thought as a one-time event that stresses individuals and families for a couple of
years. There is evidence that universal access to broadband internet connectivity could yield significant
economic benefits see Crandall and Jackson or Atkinson et al. Effect of a nutrition intervention during early
childhood on economic productivity in Guatemalan adults. Lynne Peeples explains more about the links
between economic downturns and public health Download MP3 Small salubrious effects spread among the
majority of people could be masking a significant decline in health among the few â€” and a deepening of
health inequities, warn some social scientists. Dependent variables of interest in these analyses include labor
market outcomes at each age and into the future such as full-time work; job tenure; part-time work; full
retirement; job search; flows among these states, including leaving the labor market and then coming back;
and flows for husbands and wives. Although structural models may allow researchers to incorporate more
factors e. An evaluation of the recovery package should thus include the short-term boost to gross domestic
product GDP and jobs; the long-term benefits of avoiding the scarring of a more severe recession; and the
long-term interest costs of adding to the national debt rather than the short-term fiscal impact. That throws off
their entire career. Stock prices reflect anticipated earnings of public companies. Marie Ruel and John
Hoddinott. It should not be assumed that different groups of people think in the same way. The survey results
highlight the need to continue to monitor these vulnerable populations and assess the extent to which they are,
or are not, benefitting from broader economic recovery. However, those with higher cognition may have been
better positioned to make adjustments, which could help explain the absence of a panic response.


